
CENTRAL CHEMICAL & METALLURGICAL LAB, JHANSI
Central Chemical and Metallurgical Lab, Jhansi came into existence after constitution of NCR Zone on 
dated 01.01.2003 by merging Jhansi, Allahabad and Agra divisions including three  major workshops 
which are wagon repair workshop Jhansi, Rail Spring Karkhana (Sithauli Gwalior) and CMLR workshop 
Jhansi. Following testing works are carried out at CMT lab

 

ACTIVITIES

1. ULTRASONIC TESTING:

CMT Laboratory pays its full contribution for the safe running of the trains by perfoming  non-destructive 
tests of moving components which includes  periodic Ultrasonic testing of axles of Wagons, Carriages 
and Coaches.

2. DYE PENETRATION TEST:

Dye Penetration Test is to be carried out to ensure welding quality in Bogies, Coaches and different rail  
components at vulnerable locations.

3. ZYGLO TESTING:

This NDT method specially carried out to detect flaw/ crack in ICF Bearings using ultraviolet light.



4. MAGNETIC PARTICLE INSPECTION:

This test carried out for the detection of crack on springs.

 5. PAINT & OIL TESTING:

Paint & Oil properties like Dry Film Thickness, Gloss, Scratch Hardness, Flexibility & Adhesion, Corrosion,  
viscosity, Flash point, Specific gravity etc are checked.

Paint Testing Oil Testing

DFT of paint on coach Chemical Testing



6. SPECTRO ANALYSIS:

Spectrographic analysis is carried out for the chemical composition for steel, alloy steel and other ferrous 
materials used in Indian Railways.

Sample preparation for Spectro Analysis Spectrographic Testing of steel sample

7. FAILURE INVESTIGATION & METALLOGRAPHY:

Failure Investigation of different Rail Components like CTRB, Fractured Rail, Knuckle, Coupler, Yoke, Loco  
components etc and also suggests for the remedial action to avert a possible line failure.



Examination of macro-structure Examination of micro-structure

8. PHYSICAL TESTINGS:

Various tests like Hardness, Tensile, Impact etc are carried out to evaluate the strength parameters of  
different materials.

Rockwell Hardness Testing Tensile Testing

Abrasive cutting machine



CENTRAL CHEMICAL & METALLURGICAL LAB, JHANSI

Central Chemical and Metallurgical Lab, Jhansi came into existence after constitution of 

NCR Zone on dated 01.01.2003 by merging Jhansi,  Allahabad and Agra divisions including 

three  major  workshops  which are Wagon Repair  Workshop Jhansi,  Rail  Spring Karkhana 

(Sithouli  Gwalior)  and  Coach Midlife  Rehabilitation  Workshop Jhansi.  This  lab  works  under 

department of mechanical engineering.

CMT Laboratory pays its full contribution for the safe running of the trains by performing 

non-destructive tests of moving components which includes periodic Ultrasonic testing of axles 

of Wagons, Carriages and Coaches.

CMT Lab also ensures the quality of materials requiring production/maintenance/repairs 

by various physical as well as chemical methods by testing of materials. These items are tested 

according to various IRS/ISS/BSS/EN/ISO / RDSO and other foreign specification.

Apart from that failure investigation is another vital section of Central CMT Lab, Failure 

of CTRB bearing (Hot axle), Rail fracture knuckle cupler and yoke, adapter, CP housing and 

other diesel components are investigated and the remedial measures are suggested to avert a 

possible service failure.


